government support, which had been given to most war films produced during and after World War II, Kubrick constructed a realistic, biting story about nuclear war. 3 In a more detailed analysis, Margot Henriksen has argued that Dr. Strangelove marked a turning point in the culture of dissent against U.S. nuclear policies. In Dr.
Strangelove's America: Society and Culture in the Atomic Age (1997) , Henriksen maintained that two distinct cultures were created by the development of the atom bomb, the culture of conformity and the culture of dissent. According to Henriksen, the culture of dissent challenged American dependence upon nuclear weapons, highlighting the disorder the bomb created and warning of the destruction it represented. She traced the culture of dissent following the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which, prior Butcher applied the premise of Dr. Strangelove to the proposed war on Iraq. In Butcher's reinterpretation, a crazed US Air Force commander launched a preemptive nuclear strike against Iraq, having determined that UN weapons inspectors were "pinko" and untrustworthy. Butcher borrowed muc h of Kubrick's story, including characters and dialogue. 22 The retelling of Dr. Strangelove as a contemporary crisis suggests that audiences had discovered universal applications for Kubrick's criticisms of US cold war policies. The film was simultaneously applied to American's expansion of the war on terrorism and US nuclear policies.
Since its release nearly forty years ago, Dr. Strangelove has become a part of the language of nuclear debate. The film has enjoyed renewed attention since the Reagan
